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Rediscover this heartwarming, fun romance by #1 New York Times bestselling author Debbie

Macomber.Rancher Lonny Ellison has never known a woman like Joy Fuller. She doesnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t

seem very interested in him, and as a former rodeo cowboy, the Wyoming Kid is more used to being

mobbed by women! And he and schoolteacher Joy seem to argue constantly. But it

doesnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t matter, because heÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s not interested in Joy, either. ExceptÃ¢â‚¬Â¦maybe

he is. Now he just has to convince her that opposites attract!Originally published in 2006
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The Wyoming Kid is a simple romance that could take place in any small town. The western part is

on the periphery and I wonder why it is played up in the title. I guess someone in a romance story

has to be obtuse to add a little tension. Much too often it is the woman who has to be the idiot. In

this story both the man and the woman are downright relationship-stupid. Predictably, the woman is

slower to come to her senses, so needs to be guided by her clueless man. Interesting story, though.

I very disappointed with this book. The story was so simplistic that you knew exactly what would



happen step by step. The characters had no depth, didn't care what happened to them. Very

surprised at because Ms. Unabomber books are usually very good. Don't waste your money or

time..

Debbie Macomber did I again. Really enjoyed this book. Held my interest the whole time. I highly

recommend this book.

Good book.

Great read!!! A nice way to spend an evening with a fire, a cup of tea and a warm blanket

GREAT WRITER ... also great stoys not much more to say she is awesome writer along with all the

other books she write

Rating: 2.5 stars. NO sexual content.Note: Stands alone read. Loosely related to Denim and

Diamonds.EASY READ. Nicely written, likable characters, strong small town family theme,

sometimes funny dialogue, and a great secondary cast. HOWEVER, there is no real plot, the story

drags a little, the characters don't communicate honestly, and the about face realization that they

love each other at the end is too abrupt and just doesn't work. The relationship between the hero

and his sister is sweet and much more genuine.THE STORY follows ex-rodeo "hottie" turned

rancher, Lonny Ellison, and single school teacher, Joy Fuller. As the story unfolds Lonny's old

battered truck is dinged in a near accident with Joy who runs a newly installed stop sign. This sets

the scene for their confrontational relationship. Lonny is generally a hard-headed jerk whenever he

is around Joy, who in turn reacts with self-righteous indignation. At some point, he suddenly realizes

he loves her and sets out to convince her she loves him too.OVERALL, well written, but this a

predictable, nothing special, cookie cutter storyline. There are much better books out there, or try

one of her other books instead.You may also enjoy the complex characters and storytelling of N.

Bruhns, A. Stuart, E. Palfrey, R. C. Ryan, or L. Wilde. For sweet, funny, heart touching romances

with great descriptive imagery try Susan Fox and Cara Colter.

Just because Book Bub offers me an easy 99 cent easy read on  doesn't mean I should take it.

Couldn't get out of the first chapter. Lead character, Lonny, sputters and sputs like a foolish

caricature of an crusty Curmudgeon. Wasn't expecting high literature, but jeez...
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